Whitehaven Coking
Coal Project

WELCOME
West Cumbria Mining is a private UK company
focused upon the development of the
Whitehaven Coking Coal Project.
The project, the flagship of WCM, sits within the Cumbrian
Coalfield, an area with a rich mining history spanning many
centuries and home to the former Haig Colliery, from which
48 million tonnes of coking coal was extracted from 1914
until it closed in 1986, much of it from beneath the seabed
over four miles offshore.
WCM has been busy throughout 2014 and 2015 undertaking a programme of
onshore and offshore coal exploration, with the aim of constructing a large scale,
state-of-the-art underground coking coal mine.
I do hope that you find this overview helpful, please do contact us with any
questions you may have. We really welcome open and honest conversations with
the local community so please get in touch with any questions.
Best wishes

Mark Kirkbride

Chief Executive Officer,
West Cumbria Mining

A LONG HISTORY OF COAL,
IRON AND STEEL IN CUMBRIA
Generations of mining experience in the area
Coal mining dates back to the 13th century when the Monks at St
Bees started to exploit the local coal seams; 7 centuries of mining
activity followed on from their lead.
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WHY COKING COAL
Global steel production is dependent on coking coal
Coking coal is an essential feedstock in the manufacture of Iron and Steel.
The large majority of steel produced in the world is made using Coking Coal.
Around 74% of total global steel production relies directly on inputs of coking
coal. Over 1.2 billion tonnes of coking coal are used in global steel production
every year. This is around 15% of total coal consumption worldwide.
Coke is made from coking coal by carbonisation of coal at high temperatures
(1100°C) in an oxygen deficient atmosphere in order to concentrate the
carbon. This is undertaken in specialist ovens at the steelworks.
A world class blast furnace operation demands the highest quality of raw
materials, with coke being the most important raw material fed into the blast
furnace in terms of its effect on blast furnace operation and hot m
 etal quality.
Global crude steel production increased from 1.3 billion tonnes in 2008 to
around 1.6 billion tonnes in 2014.
Forecasts suggest that global crude steel output will increase to almost 2

billion tonnes by 2024.
More than 55% of that growth is expected to be driven by China and India.

Both of these countries have insufficient domestic coking coal reserves to meet
their steel production needs, increasing pressure on imports to UK and Europe,
due to the additional demands on the global seaborne coal trade.
The majority of imports
are shipped from the
USA, Canada, Russia and
Australia.
Coking coal similar to
Whitehaven coal currently
costs around £62 per
tonne; twice the price
of thermal coal, with the
price forecast to rise to
around £100 per tonne
by 2019 with increasing
demand and reducing
sources of suitable coal.
Our daily quality of life depends on steel – which depends on coking coal.
The kettle you boil to make your tea on a morning, the car you drive to work,
the nuclear power station and wind turbine that generate your electricity, the
office you work in, the train journey to visit family, the home you live in, the
ferry for a holiday, the ship that brings goods to the UK, the cooker that cooks
your dinner…

THE STEELMAKING PROCESS

Did you know?

OUR WORK TO DATE
Significant Progress Since June 2014
Much of our work to date has been
drilling boreholes, onshore and offshore,
to recover coal samples from deep
underground.
Lots of people have asked us ‘why are
you drilling when we already have so
much historical data and know that the
coal is there?’
The answer is that we have to comply
with modern international codes to
assess and determine the size of the Coal
Resource and Reserves and that requires
us to undertake our own research to
support what already exists.
We employ a team of specialist geologists
and engineers, and independent
‘Competent Persons’ to report formally on
the quantity, quality and practical ability
to mine the coal – we are working to the
JORC code of reporting.

Onshore vertical boreholes – four drilled to date.

Offshore Jack-Up barge and drill rig, coal
recovered at over 600m below surface.

Onshore rig drilling an innovative curved
directional drill borehole out under the sea,
more than 1200m long and 500m deep.coal
recovered at over 600m below surface.

We have also collated a huge
amount of historical data, including:
•

Plans of all of the local old mine workings,
coal and anhydrite

•

Borehole logs for dozens of boreholes
drillied since the late 19th century

•

Records from sampling and drilling within
Haig Colliery

•

Geophysics survey data completed
offshore by British Coal, NIREX and UK Oil
and Gas

•

Historical reports and records

•

Contemporaneous accounts from miners
who worked in Haig and other local mines

•

Working methods and information from
Haig Colliery

COAL SEAM
SEQUENCE

OUR COAL QUALITY
A premium quality coking coal
The Cumbrian coalfield contains many coal seams, as
shown in the stratigraphic column to the left.
The main seams which WCM is interested in are
the Tenquarters, Bannock Band, Main Band and
Sixquarters. Of these the Bannock and Main Band are
the thickest at more than 2.5m thick each.
Coking coal is a coal that has been deeply buried and
as a result has very specific and rare characteristics.
Less than 5% of all of the coal deposits globally are
coking quality, and many of these vary significantly in
terms of parameters and coking qualities.
West Cumbria coals are high volatile, hard coking coal. They have:
• Very low ash levels (less than
3%) – thus reduced waste
material
• Very low phosphorus (less than
0.01%) – a major positive for
steel strength
• Very good coke characteristics
– it performs well in the furnace
• Moderate sulphur (around 1%)
– reduced by coal processing

WCM CURRENT WORK
A large amount of work underway

As the project moves forwards, a wide
range of work areas are being progressed
including these major elements.

Surface Design
Location options, surface
building requirements,
architectural design, process
plant location

Mine Design

Onshore Drilling

Environmental Permits

Offshore Drilling

Mining method, equipment
selection, ground support,
multi-seam operations,
mine output

Vertical drilling for geotechnical
data, onshore to offshore
directional drill holes for coal
samples and JORC resource
estimates

Ecology surveys, local
sensitive areas, visual, noise
and environmental impacts,
applications for permits to build
and operate

Mining method, equipment
selection, ground support,
multi-seam operations, mine
output

Planning Process

Pre-Feasibility Study

Coal Market Studies

Understanding the responsible
parties (Cumbria County Council,
Copeland Borough Council,
etc.] engaging in early reviews,
extensive public engagement

Move on from Scoping Study
to determine preferred
options for the whole mine
operations, including cost
assessments

Assess WCM coal end users,
market size, shipment sizes,
UK and EU split, coal quality
considerations

Stakeholder engagement

Mine Access

Coal Processing

Local liaison group, WCM clinic
meetings, public events, website,
social media updates, newsletters,
site visits, school visits,
presentations to local groups

Review types of access,
locations and operational
impacts on mine, including
drifts and shaft options

Assess coal processing
requirement, plant flow
sheet, plant sizing and layout,
associated facilities

Rail & Sea
Transport Studies
Golden rule - no road transport for
products during mine operation.
Review of rail capability, upgrading
work required, port size and
suitability, vessel sizes and costs,
rail costs, overall destination plans

Mine Ventilation &
Methane
Assess mine ventilation requirements,
airway locations and sizes, working
method, operating limits, methane
capture, dilution and extraction,
surface clean methane power plant
for electricity generation

PLANNING FOR A NEW MINE
Generations of mining experience in the area
Before we can develop the mine we need to obtain planning permission from the
Local Authority. Discussions about the mine have commenced with Cumbria County
Council and Copeland Borough Council and this liaison is an ongoing process.
Our planning application will be accompanied by a detailed and wide-ranging
Environmental Impact Assessment.
The Environmental Impact Assessment is being developed by our specialist team
who will examine our proposals and identify opportunities to ensure that the mine is
developed in conjunction with all local, regional and national planning policies.
Preparing and submitting the planning application is a lengthy process.

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS
Committed to benefiting Copeland & West Cumbria
Local Jobs for Local People
We aim to create over 400 long term skilled jobs, and will strive to ensure that a
t
least 80% of our workforce will be employed from the local area.
We are committed to taking on apprentices in all areas of the Company.
We will work with local schemes, councils and business networks to develop a
supplier engagement strategy to maximise opportunities in the local s upply chain.
More than 400 direct jobs
•    Underground miners:
•    Tunnel drivage
•    Coal Extraction
•    Roof support
•    Material movements
•    Conveyor and backup support

•    Electricians
•    Mechanical fitters
•    Surface workers
•    Administration roles
•    Management roles

Training & Development
We are committed to setting up a local training facility and scheme for training
underground and surface employees. Selection will be based upon practical
ability and not just academic requirements, drawing from the local area.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
A modern approach to your environment
West Cumbria Mining is committed to reducing the impact of the mine and we
are already working to identify opportunities to improve the local environment.
West Cumbria has a rich local ecology, and our first priority is to survey and
understand what species are present in the proposed working areas. Our
thinking on designs and locations has been influenced by our guiding principle
of avoiding impacts where possible.
As part of the planning application we are required to develop an Ecological
Impact and Mitigation Plan. This will include opportunities for contributing to the
enhancement of biodiversity, for example through habitat creation.
Our enhancement plans will be carefully guided by the local ecology, and
we will work with local organisations (for example Natural England, the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds and the Cumbria Wildlife Trust) to ensure that
our proposals are adequate and appropriate.
We recognise that there will be a visual impact from the installation of a coal
processing area. The design for this will be developed in conjunction with
landscape and visual architects to ensure that this area blends into the landscape
as much as possible. By developing a robust design we will also reduce the
noise that emanates from the processing equipment – for example, by ensuring
that processing takes place within a fully enclosed building.

FUTURE PLANS AND SCHEDULE
A clear timeline for the project
The illustration below sets out the intended future timetable for key
developments in our project, working towards an operational mine.

Our plans include drilling a series of additional boreholes offshore to
define further the coal seams, further drilling onshore on St Bees head,
continuation of design development and all of the work for planning and
environment issues.

Re-use or considerate disposal of by-products
(rock and non-coal fines) is a key part of our
plans.
We are seeking options for the re-use of rock
and fines, including the manufacture of building
blocks.
We will dispose responsibly and are looking
at ways to utilise existing sites that are in need
of remediation. For example, the former Keekle Head opencast site and the
Sandwith Anhydrite mine underground workings.
We will also look at the potential to dispose back into the new mine once it
becomes established.
Schemes such as the potential tidal barrage would also utilise rock material.
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